Summary of events since 102414 meeting regarding grades needed
for new CRIMJ classes
•

Week of 10/27/14 I looked at my assigned classes under Faculty for My Access and noticed that
the class Multiculturalism & Diversity- CRIMJ2150had been removed and was no longer
assigned to me for grades. This result in the accumulated credit hours being reduced to 18
hours from the original 21 hours as established before the 092614 meeting I called with Tom
Brady and Mike Casey on this subject.

•

The Personal Defense (1 semester hour) class which relates directly to 52 hours of contact time
in the BLE was still not in my assigned classes, despite Mike Casey's comments that we may have
to revisit this class.

•

October 31, 2014: I sent Tom Brady and Mike Casey the following email advising I reviewed
Mike's "Crossover efforts," expressed my concerns about the number of credit hours vs. BLE
hours in class and the assessment process. I recommended this issue be forwarded to the
curriculum committee.
I spent considerable looking at Mike's notes this week on the three 3 hour credit classes
you have assigned to me to award grades. While I see the linkage in many areas
between the CR/Ml classes and the BLE curriculum that you discovered in the Crossover
process I am still concerned that due to the minimum hours historically that are needed
in COD class and some other the other methods used to measure academic
achievement (projects and tests) I am still not prepared to assign grades to these classes
based on the method my predecessor and I have done it for many years.
Looked at it simplest terms (2400 minutes =3 semester hours) the 480 BLE curriculum
mirrors 12 semester hours of COD credit. 13 semester hours would translate to 520
hours which is the number currently under proposal for the increase / n BLE hours that
will be implemented in the near future by the training board. However, like I said I could
be wrong and the present BLE hours may result in the increased amount of credit hours
you have recalculated. My recommendation would be to have these additional credit
classes and the existing classes evaluated by the curriculum committee to determine if
my c6ncerns are incorrect.

As of today, (111414) both Tom and Mike have not responded to this email.
•

Week of 11/03/14, I completed Mid-Term verifications for students in BA 15-02. I noticed t hat
Rules of Evidence - CRIMJ1153 and Criminal Investigation - CRIMJ2230 was still assigned to me
and I verified mid-term for these classes as well.

•

11/12/14: A/Dean Hunnicutt communicated with me via email and told me to complete midterm verifications that she saw were missing. I advised her all my assigned classes had this
process completed. After a few email exchanges she confirmed this.

•

11/14/14: I looked at my assigned classes and noticed that Tom Brady was now listed under my
name as Instructor for two classes (Rules of Evidence - CRIMJ1153 and Criminal Investigation CRIMJ2230) of recruits who attended BA #15-01 and final grades were assigned to both classes .
I did not assign these grades. I can only assume Mr. Brady an Associate Dean with no student
contact o r discussion with me assigned these grades. It should be noted that the remainder of
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my assigned classes, a total of six (6) classes only have me listed as the Instructor and not
Associate Dean Brady. I also noticed that Rules of Evidence - CRIMJ1153 is only listed in the
calendar term for the students I Recruits who were in BA 15-01 and not the present class, BA
15-02 in contrast to Criminal Investigation - CRIMJ2230 which is assigned to students/ recruits
in both BA 15-01 and BA 15-02.

